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About This Game

Rhythm Destruction is a rhythm & shoot'em up that aims to combine the best of both genres. Blast and maneuver your way
through perilous stages filled with numerous enemies, obstacles and unique boss encounters.

Enemies and objects in Rhythm Destruction are destroyed via timed key presses that go along with the beat of the music. The
hand crafted stages are filled with many obstacles, traps, and plenty of bullets that make for unrelenting action. Each stage also

includes a unique boss encounter that will put all of your skills to the test.

10 challenging and diverse stages

Pumping soundtrack provided by 'Oscillator X' and others

Xbox & Playstation Controller Support

First DLC Pack available now!

Challenging Gameplay, with a Casual Mode toggle for beginners

Notice: As of March 14, 2018, online features & leaderboards are no longer available.
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Title: Rhythm Destruction
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Curious Panda Games
Publisher:
Curious Panda Games
Release Date: 16 Jun, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP(Known issues, may work)

Processor: 2 GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 128MB

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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destruction of sennacherib

+Be a Kitten
+Good idea

-Not fun
-Costs money for no fun
-Poorly executed in VR

2\/5

Great creative idea falls short of a great game by just simply being not fun. The controls are bad, and the gameplay is not really
existent.

If you liked this review Click here and follow for more reviews of VR titles. And Click here if you want to request reviews on
other VR titles.. With an extremely vague title and misleading visuals, it'd put one into perspective that it might be a good game.
Although I see it as something of mild entertainment, it unfortunately doesn't last the quid's worth of it. You're essentially a
depressed alcoholic by the name of Caroline who "supposedly" makes decisions throughout the game that would forever change
your life and the story you're in. And yes, this all happens in about 30-40 minutes.

When they said "short", they really meant short. Usually when the term "short" is used to define a game's length, it often means
a few hours worth of gameplay, not breaking the half hour mark. Some demos for other similar indie games manage to surpass
such a time limit and offer even more content. The game itself in my honest opinion isn't bad though it throws you into such odd
situations without any consistency that you're basically left sitting there wondering how you ended up where you did. I'm aware
that it's a narrative story and you're just in the shoes of Caroline and how she goes through this specific day but there's a lot to
work with when it comes to such serious topics of impairment and death.

You're pretty much paying around 10 cents for every minute that passes with this game and for what it is as a whole, isn't worth
it for any price tag. It qualifies more as a college experiment or a school assignment in media arts, but not a game. If we were to
categorize this as a "game", then it's no better than a demo.

It's not bad in my opinion but I'm not a picky gamer, as for the price tag, unacceptable. Do not recommend unless it's free and
you have the bandwidth to download it. (The game is about 3GB's the last time I checked, for what reason I have no clue)..
"NOT a review really"

kay, this must be one of those few VR games that got me into "sniper mode" where i crawling on the floor....LOVE IT!. Issues
with the shop seem to be fixed. The Dev has been incredibly responsive and generous with customer support.. How many times
have i said ♥♥♥♥♥ NO VODKA WHILE FLYING. It looks like an old game I used to play when I was a little kid, so it kinda
brought memories and may be why I'm biased to recommend this game. It has an easy gameplay, music is kind of repetetive and
graphics are old but they don't matter much for the game. It is a casual game for when you are bored and want to do smt but
don't know what: just kill planes and try to reach as high as you can while doing it. Achievements are easy. buy if its on sale and
have a dollar to spare.. 2.5/2.5 One of the best. Despite the slightly dated graphics, this is overall a really great game which I
highly recommend to anyone who enjoys the SAO light novel or anime! Expect, at the absolute minimum, a 50-hour. mind-
blowing gameplay experience. However, be prepared for around 100 hrs. of gameplay when you dive into this expansive game.

Note: While the game is worth it for its full price, for anybody who wants to save some money, you could always wait for a 50%
discount that comes up about once every season. Otherwise, feel free to support the developers by purchasing this product for
full price!. Dont get it
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This game has a quite pleasant atmosphere and interesting movement mechanic. As for me personally, this game is quite
enjoyable time killer. Without much hesitation, in brief... I recommend this game.. Simple and fun. I liked it.. Only basketball
game available. It is well done and plenty of room for additions. I hope you have high ceilings.

Would like to see an accurate display of the collision instead of vive controllers to make it easier to do tricks outside of the
normal gameplay. Not sure if this is just some effect of VR or a game problem but the balls feel "heavier" than they should to
me. I feel like I'm putting in a lot more effort than I would IRL.

In Garbage mode, all the food based assets seems to LOD out and vanish about 3 feet from the camera but they still count if the
invisible fruit makes it in. Not sure if this is some sort of blind shot feature to prevent correction or a bug.. This game look
gorgeous but I Just can't get my head around the controls, I'm used to using a keyboard/mouse to control my ships/fighters etc as
in Empyrion/Warthunder etc, the controls feel nice and smooth but too unnatural for me to play 'm sorry.. Forever shine on
(Developer) is rude. Boring, repetitive gameplay with barely any variation.. great time killer pls buy very cheap aswell..
WARNING TO ALL LINUX USERS THERE IS NO VULKAN API SUPPORT, this game is fun but the Linux port is
OpenGL so performance is not the best on lower end and even some mid range systems at all, just hard lock the game to 30fps,
I have been enjoying this game alot but to be honest only got this to fill the gap to Dirt 4 comes to Linux.. An entertaining and
simple dungeon crawler that's perfect for playing on a coffee break. I hestitate to call it an RPG, since it has more in common
with old school arcade games than anything. There are multiple gameplay modes which add a little bit of variety and provide
varying degrees of difficulty (e.g. Weak Sauce gives you multiple lives and the opportunity to collect more treasure and wrack
up higher scores, while Soul Succor allows you to dungeon crawl in complete darkness).. If you played chapter 1, this is
basically more of the same. The story is good, the combat is "ok", everything else is not ok. More than half your play time will
be loading screens. Frequently a level loads, you walk through it in under 30 seconds, and you get another loading screen. I'm
not sure I ever spent more than 2 min on any one place so you literally are loading every 60-90 seconds, tops, and often much
more often than that.

Tbh I'm not sure its worth $5. I like the dialogue and the over all storyline but that's about it. Hopefully following chapters will
address some of these other issues.. Hello , Mad Unicorn Games!
this game has a lot of great moments as a nuclear blow on 100 enemies behind you is a cool experience. waiting for second
episode with more explosions, savory sounds of bursts and explosions . By the way, what engine are you using?
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